For a computational flow simulation tool to be useful in a design environment, it must be very robust and efficient. To develop such a tool for incompressible flow applications, a number of different implicit schemes arc compared for several two-dimensional flow problems in the current study. The schemes include Point-Jacobi relaxation, Ganss-Seidel line relaxation, incomplete lower-upper decomposition, and the generalized minimum residual method preconditianed with each of the three other schemes. The efficiency of the schemes b measured in terms of the computing time required to obtain a steady-state solution for the laminar flow over a backward-facing step, the flow over a NACA 4412 airfoil, and the flow over a three-element airfoil using overset grids. The flow solver used in the study is the INS2D code that solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using the method of artificial compressibility and upwind differencing of the convective terms. The results show that the generalized minimum residual method preconditioned with the incomplete lower-upper factorization outperforms all other methods by at least a factor of 2.
Introduction

LTHOUGH
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) now has a lot to offer an engineer, there is still room for significant improvement. The efficiency and robustness of a flow solver are two of its most important features if it is to be successfully applied as a tool in the design process. This is especially tree of Navier-Stokes methods, which require very fine resolution grids, particularly for high-Reynolds-number flows. When engineers need to study a number of design parameters, they often need to obtain hundreds of steady-state solutions to a particular problem. Use of optimization methods in design may require numerous flowfield solutions. In both these instances, a flow solver needs to produce solutions without requiting the users to tune the input numerical parameters for each computation that they run. The goal of the current study is to determine an efficient algorithm for obtaining steady-state solutions to the incompressible NavierStokes solutions for two-dimensional flow problems, There is a wide range of applicability of such a flow solver in engineering flow analysis, including high-lift multi-element airfoil computations' and propulsion flow analysis. 2 These investigations are being performed for two-dimensional flows because these are cheaper--allowing the investigation of many parameters, schemes, and flow problems---and because a two-dimensional analysis tool can be quite valuable in its own fight. This study will use the INS2D flow solver, 3.4 and later the results can be utilized to improve the INS3D flow solver. 5
There are many different types of solution techniques for steadystate incompressible Navier-Stokes computations, too numerous to discuss in detail here. The INS2D and INS3D flow solvers by default use an implicit Gauss-Seidel line-relaxation (LR) scheme. This scheme has performed quite well for a large number of different flow problems t-s but has been shown to have some convergence problems for very fine meshes with multiple zones. For example, some fine-resolution, multizone grids used in recent multi-element airfoil calculations ' have taken several thousand iterations to converge, whereas most cases that are run with this flow solver converge within 200 iterations.
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Recent work in iterative, Krylov-space matrix solvers 6'7 has shown that some of these methods are applicable to CFD flow solvers. In particular, the generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method s is well suited to the matrix problems arising in implicit CFD solvers. There are two distinct ways to implement GMRES in a flow solver. One approach is to use GMRES to solve the linearized system of equations resulting from the application of a time-marching type of scheme, such as an implicit Euler scheme. The other formulation is to use a nonlinear extension of GMRES to directly solve the discrete form of the steady-state equations. The first approach has been attempted by many authors; see Refs. 9-11 for recent examples. The second approach was introduced by Wigton et al. ]2
The most important aspect of implementing GMRES is the preconditioning of the system of equations. For implementation in a CFD code, a good preconditioner is necessary for GMRES to converge. The current work investigates the use of GMRES to solve the iinearized system of equations in delta form in the INS2D code. The code for the GMRES solver was obtained from the template software available as a companion to Ref. 7 . The GMRES method can be easily implemented so that any existing solution process can be utilized as a preconditioner.
One commonly used preconditioner for the GMRES method is an incomplete lower-upper (ILU) factorization with zero additional fill. See Meijerink and van der Vorst t3 for a discussion of ILU methods. The ILU solution scheme was added as an option to the INS2D code, along with a Point-Jacobi relaxation (PR) scheme, to go along with the Gauss-Seidei line-relaxation scheme already in the code. Presented in this paper are comparisons between six different solution processes: the three aforementioned algorithms run independently, and the GMRES method using these three algorithms as preconditioners, denoted as GMRES +ILU, GMRES+PR, and GMRES+LR.
In the following sections, the features of the 1NS2D flow solver are discussed, followed by a presentation of each of the implicit methods used in this study. The next section presents the computed results of each of these methods for three different flow problems: laminar flow over a backward-facing step, turbulent flow over a NACA 4412 airfoil, and turbulent flow over a three-element airfoil.
Flow Solver
The INS2D flow solver 3"4 solves the Reynolds-averaged incompressible Navier-Stokes equations using the method of artificial compressibility, _4 which adds a pseudotime derivative of pressure p to the continuity equation, resulting in
where r is the pseudotime, V is the velocity vector, and fl is the artificial compressibility constant. This relaxes the elliptic nature of the equations and results in a hyperbolic-parabolic system. The solver is capable of solving both steady-state and time-dependent flow problems, although the current study is concerned only with steadystate solutions. The INS2D code is a finite difference, structuredgrid flow solver. It is capable of handling multiple-zone grids using either a patched multiblock (pointwise continuous) interface or an overlaid chimera interface between zones. The boundary conditions at the physical boundaries and at zonal boundaries are applied in an implicit fashion during the solution process. A third-order, upwinddifferencing scheme based on the method of Roe _5 is used to discretize the convective terms, and the viscous terms are differenced using second-order central differences.
The system of equations is integrated in pseudotime using an implicit Euler time discretization. The resulting discrete system of equations has the form
where Q is the vector of dependent variables. (pressure, u-and v-velocity components) , Az is the time-step size in pseudotime, the superscript n is the iteration number, and R is the residual, composed of the discrete form of the convective and viscous terms. This system is linearized about pseudotime-level n, resulting in
e=-
This equation is iterated until a steadystate solution is obtained at which time R" ,_ 0. In the current implementation, the Jacobian of R on the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (3) is formed using a residual based on first-order differencing of the convective terms, whereas third-order differencing is used on the right-hand side (RHS). In addition, approximate Jacobians of flux differences from the upwind-differencing scheme are used, because exact Jacobians of these terms would require the formation of a tensor (see Ref. 16 for more details), and it has been assumed that the added computational costs would outweigh any benefit. The first-order LHS is used to reduce the bandwidth of the resulting LHS matrix, resulting in lower memory and computational requirements for the solution of Eq. (3). However, this use of approximate Jacobians can also slow the convergence to a steady state. For turbulent flow calculations, the current study uses the turbulence model of Baldwin and Barth. tv This model requires the solution of a single convective-diffusive partial-differential equation. This equation is uncoupled from the mean-flow equations during the solution process. The convective terms in the turbulence model are discretized using a first-order upwind-differencing scheme. The resulting discrete equation for the turbulence model has the same form as Eq. (3), except Q now represents a single variable at each grid point instead of three variables; the LHS of Eq. 3 is a banded matrix composed of five diagonals, each containing scalar entries. In all cases presented here, the turbulence model equation is solved using the same implicit scheme as the mean-flow equations.
Implicit Schemes
If Eq. (3) was solved exactly at each time step, and if the LHS of Eq. (3) was composed of the exact Jacobians, and an infinite time step was used, this would be a Newton iteration. In this case, quadratic convergence could be obtained if the Q" was close to the exact solution. Since the LHS is composed of an approximate Jacobian of the RHS. and since the turbulence model is uncoupled from the mean-flow equations, the current solution procedure is not a Newton iteration. Thus the goal is to obtain an approximate solution to Eq. (3) in an efficient manner. Several methods are used to attempt to do this. This discrete form of the matrix from the LHS of Eq. (3) is a pentadiagonal banded matrix, where each entry on the diagonal consists of 3 x 3 blocks. Equation (3) can be written as
where A, B, C, D, and E are the block diagonals. In the implementation of all of the implicit schemes, the code first computes and stores all of the terms in Eq. (4) and then proceeds with the solution procedure. This storage requires 48N words, where N is the total number of grid points. In the following, a subscript i refers to a single grid-point index when one can consider all of the grid points in a single vector of length N. The subscripts j and k are indices in the two computational-space directions _ and rl, respectively. When the data are stored in a single index vector, it is done so that j is the fastest changing (inner) index.
ILU Factorization
In the ILU formulation, the matrix on the LHS of Eq. (4) is replaced with the following factors:
Multiplying these factors together, one sees that a matrix of the same structure as the original LHS is obtained, except that them are additional diagonals of nonzero entries created just above the D diagonal and just below the E diagonal. These new entries are ignored in the approximation.
This is known as ILU with zero additional fill, or ILU (0). See Ref. 12 for details on implementing ILU schemes with additional fill.
The ILU solver requires some significant initialization work, namely, the computation and storage of the B' diagonal. This requires 9N extra storage locations. When used as a preconditioner, this is done once at the beginning of the GMRES solution process and used repeatedly during the GMRES iteration cycle. This new set of factors gives an easy system to solve. The solution process can be vectorized by setting up an inner loop operating on all points on a diagonal line defined by j + k = constant.
Point Relaxation
The PR algorithm iteratively solves a block diagonal system formed by multiplying all of the nonmain block diagonals by the current estimate for A Q and moving this to the RHS. This is done for each point, sweeping sequentially through the mesh. A forward sweep is composed of
and a backward sweep is performed by solving
In the current computations, a forward sweep plus a backward sweep counts as one sweep, denoted as PR(1). The solution process is initialized by setting AQ to zero. Then, a lower-upper (LU) factorization of the B block is formed. Thus the number of operations to solve this equation is minimized during the repeated sweeping process. This process can be vectorized by setting up an inner loop to compute AQ for all points on a diagonal line through the mesh given by j + k = constant.
Line Relaxation
The LR process is similar to the PR method, except that more terms are kept on the LHS and a block tridiagonal system of equations is solved for an entire grid line at once. The algorithm is implemented so that either computational direction can be selected to be the sweep direction. 
ROGERS
A forward plus a backward sweep counts as two sweeps and is denoted by LR(2). This process is also initialized by setting AQ to zero. Then, an LU factorization of the tridiagonal system is formed to minimize the number of operations during the sweeping process. The sweeping process is recursive and cannot be vectorized. It should be noted that the LR and PR schemes each require the same number of operations per point per sweep, because whereas the PR only has to solve a block diagonal system instead of a block tridiagonal system, it has additional block vector multiply operations for the additional RHS terms. The PR scheme will run faster on a vector computer because it can be vectorized. In practice, the PR routine runs about twice as fast as the LR routine on a Cray C-90 computer.
In both the PR and LR algorithms, zonal boundary conditions are enforced during the sweeping process. Typically, multiple sweeps are performed at each iteration. When computing a multiple zone grid, all zones are swept once before moving onto a second sweep. After each zone is swept, this new A Qt + _is passed to all other zones that use this zone for their boundary conditions. In this fashion, information is propagated across zonal boundaries implicitly.
GMRE, S Method
The GMRES procedure of Sand and Schultz 8 is an iterative procedure for solving the linear system of equations of the form
Mx-b=O
or, in the left preconditioned form,
where P is the preconditioner that is an approximation to M -1 . The preconditioned matrix PM will have a smaller spectral radius than M. resulting in faster convergence for the GMRES procedure. A GMRES procedure using k search directions, known as GMRES (k) 
The y, coefficients are computed so that the norm of the residual IlMxt -bll is minimized. An estimate of this norm is available during each iteration of the solution process as a function of the hi.j variables, The process requires approximately (4 + k)'3"N words of memory to apply to the mean-flow equations; therefore, it is not practical to use large values of k. Because of this memory usage, in the current work k is limited to no more than k = 10. A restart capability of the GMRES algorithm allows the iteration process to continue beyond k = 10 in this case. This is done simply by setting x_ = x,_ and restarting from the beginning. Ira total of 30 GMRES search directions is specified to the code, then two restarts are used. This is designated as GMRES(30).
The GMRES algorithm is implemented here so that the iterations can be stopped based on either of two criteria. The first is simply to specify the maximum number of search directions to be used. The second is to specify a tolerance for the error. One advantage of the GMRES process is that an accurate estimate of the norm of the residual is computed as part of the solution process. Using numerical tests, it was found that it was generally more efficient (in terms of obtaining a converged steady-state flow solution) to specify a set number of search directions tot GMRES than it was to specify a tolerance for the norm of the residual.
Because the preconditioner must be utilized once for each GM-RES search direction, it needs to be relatively cheap. Thus, when the PR and LR schemes are used as a preconditioner for GMRES, only two sweeps of the relaxation process are used.
Computed
Results Each of the different methods has been tested for three different geometries: laminar flow over a backward-facing step, turbulent flow over a NACA 4412 airfoil, and turbulent flow over a threeelement airfoil. For each geometry and each method, calculations were run to determine an optimal time-step size, an optimal value for _, and an optimal number of relaxation sweeps or GMRES search directions. These calculations determined the best possible performance of each method for a particular case; then the most efficient run of each method was used to determined the best method for each case. Most cases ran best using an infinite time step, which is implemented by setting Ar = 10 _2, so that 1/At is on the order of machine zero. In some cases, this large time step resulted in an instability, and the time step was reduced. In other cases, a large time step remained stable, but a smaller time step resulted in better efficiency. In each comparison, the maximum divergence of velocity is plotted vs computing time, given in central processing unit (CPU) sec. onds on a Cray C-90 computer. In addition, symbols are overlaid on the plotting line at every 50 iterations, indicating the number of iterations required by each method. Most cases are run until the divergence of velocity reaches machine zero. In general, a useful steady-state solution has been obtained long before this value is reached; usually this requires only that the maximum nondimensional divergence of velocity be reduced to approximately l0 -2. Finally, for each computational test case, a table summarizing the convergence characteristics for each scheme is presented. The following parameters are given in these tables: the value of _ and A_ used in the run; the amplification factor, or average factor by which the residual is reduced at each iteration; the computing time used per point per iteration, given in microseconds;
and the computing time in milliseconds used to converge the solution divided by the number of grid points. To generate these numbers, the solution was considered converged when the maximum nondimensional divergence of velocity dropped below 10 -3. Although the amplification factor and computing time per point per iteration are useful characteristics of an algorithm, they do not give a true measure of the efficiency; the last column in these tables is the best measure of the overall performance of the algorithm.
Backward-Facing Step
The laminar flow over a backward-facing step was computed for an expansion ratio of I to 1.94. The Reynolds number, based on the downstream height and the average inflow velocity, was 8 x 102. Figure 1 shows a close view of the grid near the step and the specified inflow velocity vectors. The inflow was 2 step heights upstream of the step, and the outflow boundary was placed 50 step heights downstream of the step. A single-zone H grid with dimensions of 160 × 61 was used. The grid points inside the step were blanked out, and the no-slip boundary conditions for the step faces were applied to internal grid points. This flow problem has been used previously as a validation case 3 for the INS2D flow solver. These previous results showed good agreement with the experimental results of Armaly et al. Is The Reynolds number 8 x 102 case was the highest Reynolds number run in this previous study and was the slowest to converge.
For the backward-facing step flow, the only schemes that did not run best with an infinite time step were the ILU scheme, which was unstable for Ar > 1.0, and GMRES+LR, which was more efficient with A¢ = 100. Figure 2 shows the convergence for each scheme for a different number of sweeps/search directions. The LR scheme is best when using only 10 sweeps; the efficiency of the PR scheme is nearly constant as long as it is using at least 10 sweeps. The GMRES schemes are most efficient using either 5 or 10 search directions. For all of these schemes, it can be seen that when more sweeps/search directions are used they converge in fewer iterations, but the penalty of extra computing time per iteration causes this approach to be less efficient. Figure 3 shows the best convergence plot for each method for the backward-facing step flow; a summary of the convergence properties is shown in Table 1 . Figure 3 and the last column of Table I show that GMRES+1LU converges faster than all other methods; the PR method is not far behind. The GMRES+LR scheme is less efficient than the LR scheme alone, even though it converges in significantly fewer iterations. The LR scheme shows the lowest amplification factor, but at nearly double the cost per iteration as the GMRES+ILU method and thus requires more time to converge.
NACA 4412 Airfoil
The flow over a NACA 4412 airfoil at a Reynolds number of 1.5 x 106 and an angle of attack of 13.87 deg was computed using These will be referred to as grids 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Grids 1, 2, and 3 were generated by removing every other point in each direction from the succeeding finer grid. The normal spacing on the finest grid was set to 5 x 10 -6 chords. Figure  4 shows the airfoil configuration with grid 1. This configuration has been studied experimentally by Coles and Wadcock) 9 Previous computations with the INS2D code 2°showed good agreement with the experimental data. At this angle of attack, the airfoil is near stall conditions and has a small amount of separation occurring at the trailing edge.
In the computations using grid 1, all of the methods ran with a time step of 10t2. It was found that the LR scheme was most efficient using five sweeps. The PR runs converged well for 10, 20, and 40 sweeps, with 20 being the best. The GMRES schemes showed a loss in efficiency when using more than 10 search directions. Figure  5 plots the best convergence of each method. This figure shows similar trends to the backward-facing step problem: GMRES+ILU outperformed all other methods. Table  2 shows that all of the GMRES methods
,, lO_ The results for grid level 2 are shown in Fig. 6 and in Table 3 .
For this grid, the GMRES+ILU approach outperforms all of the other methods by at least a factor of 2. In all cases, the amplification factor and the cost per point have increased with the increase in grid density. shown in Fig. 8 and 
Three-Element Airfoil
The flow over a three-element airfoil was computed at an angle of Similarly, the variables on the outer boundaries of all but the mainelement grid are updated using interpolation of dependent variables from neighboring grids.
The LR and PR computations for this configuration required a reduction in the time step to A • = 1.0 to remain stable; GMRES+ILU ran with a time step of 1012. The LR computations were extremely slow to converge and were found to benefit from a further decrease in the time step during the calculations, and so the LR time step was decreased by a factor of 2 every 250 iterations.
The PR computations did not suffer from the same problems. It was found that the PR computations converged best using 20 sweeps. The GMRES+ILU computations performed best with 10 search directions. The best performance of each method is plotted in Fig. 11 and shown in 
